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The Rise Of The 
Live-Work-Play Districts 

In The  Heart Of 
Suburbia

INTRODUCTION

During the current economic cycle, metros across the nation have seen of a new type of development 
emerge. These developments feature mixed-use, urban-esque environments that emphasize density and 
walkability, in a suburban setting. Remarkably, these developments experience significant pre-leasing 
activity, at rental rates closer to urban, infill development, than their suburban neighbors. In Atlanta, 
office space in these developments outpaces next-door developments by as much as $10 per square 
foot, a 35% premium in what has historically been a tenants’ market. What is driving this phenomenon?

MILLENNIALS MOVING TO THE SUBURBS

During the recent recovery, the word ‘millennial’ has been thrown 
around with an astonishing frequency. For nearly a decade now, news 
publications have focused on how the preferences of this generation are 
shaping the built environment. A list of traditional suburban amenities 
reads like a millennial’s nightmare: chain restaurants, low walkability, and 
few opportunities for socialization. The obituary surfaced regularly and 
investors flocked to cities’ urban core. 

However, underneath the surface of this purported demographic wave 
lay a rip current of cold economic reality. As a demographic group, 
millennials have already surpassed Gen Xers as the largest generation in the workforce1, and that trend 
projects to continue until and the last of the millennials—born in 2004—enters the workforce.
1 Source: Pew Research Center
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The sheer size of this demographic, coupled with the slow pace of economic recovery, made it financially 
impractical to buy a house and have kids, as previous generations did. As the cycle matures and the labor 
market continues to tighten, many of these millennials are graduating from the gig economy to higher-
paying and more stable jobs. Although it has taken millennials longer to ‘grow up,’ so to speak, eventually, 
it had to happen. And right now, on average, millennials are getting ready to settle down:

MILLENIALS GEN X BOOMERS
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And while the ‘growing up’ of the generation means a shift in priorities, it doesn’t necessarily entail a 
shift in preferences. Financial realities might be pushing millennials to the suburbs…

2010 2017
Average Urban Rent $1,037 $1,492
Average Monthly Paycheck $3,276.16 $3,843.97
% of Income going towards rent 31.7% 38.8%

Source: CoStar and the Bureau of Labor and Statistics

But that doesn’t mean they suddenly prefer minivans and casual dining over walkability and chef-driven 
fast-casual. They still crave the variety, walkability, and socialization of the urban environments they’ve 
lived in for the last 10 years.

BABY BOOMERS RETIRING IN PLACE

Meanwhile, the anticipated Baby Boomer exodus into Senior Living 
communities has failed to materialize . Boomers have, by and large, 
remained in their suburban homes, rather than downsize and move 
back into the city. For baby boomers, these developments provide 
opportunities for entertainment, socialization, and activity—all of which 
are difficult to replace following retirement. 

These developments boast ‘walkability’ and are pedestrian-friendly 
by design. Their features are designed to encourage interaction and 
socialization. For Baby Boomers, these developments offer the rare ability to relieve boredom and 
improve one’s health, without having to uproot and move into an unfamiliar setting.

2 Source: According to the realtor.com Housing Shortage Study, Baby Boomers’ reluctance to sell homes and lack of homes fitting current family needs 
have combined to result in the worst housing shortage in 20 years. Source: Realtor.com. Available at: https://www.realtor.com/research/housing-shortage-
boomers/

Avalon is a 86-acre mixed-use development located in Alpharetta, GA
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URBAN? OR SUBURBAN?

This combination—millennials seeking a familiar urban feel, and Baby 
Boomers with more free time—represented a latent demand that, until 
recently, the market didn’t know existed.  In Atlanta, North American 
Properties took a big risk when they targeted this invisible demand 
with Avalon. They incorporated urban concepts into a master-planned 
community and built it in the middle of the suburbs. In so doing, they 
created a ‘best of both worlds’ asset that has outperformed the rest of its submarket by a substantial 
margin. Avalon’s scale has proven difficult to replicate, but its success has inspired one notable sports-
focused mixed-use development in Cumberland / Galleria: The Battery at SunTrust Park.

URBAN RATES, SUBURBAN BASIS

Never before has a suburban office been considered part of a ‘lifestyle center,’ and yet today both 
Avalon and the Battery boast buildings with such a characterization. What kind of asking rates are these 
buildings able to attain? $28.50 NNN for The Battery (part of the Braves’ SunTrust Park Development), 
and $37.50 FS for Avalon’s 8000 building. And these aren’t one-off deals either: 8000 Avalon (Avalon’s 
latest office tower) is 95% leased, and all 352,000 SF at SunTrust park are spoken for (to be fair, 260,000 
SF of that is Comcast’s new Headquarters).

That isn’t just better than Class A averages in their respective submarkets ($26.70 FS for class A space in 
Cumberland / Galleria and $25.91 FS for class A space in North Fulton, according to CoStar), that’s almost $10 / 
SF better than other new construction in the same submarket. Not only are these projects commanding above-
market rates, they see significant pre-leasing activity in markets where pre-leasing is the exception, not the rule:

Park Submarket SF Total SF Pre-leased Average Pre-leased %
Avalon N Fulton 334,480 299,903 89.7%
Sanctuary Park N Fulton 1,577,973 854,848 54.2%
Northwinds Office Park N Fulton 1,047,850 0 0.0%
Mansell Overlook N Fulton 652,923 21,336 3.3%
Preston Ridge N Fulton 602,333 4,000 0.7%
Royal Centre N Fulton 780,303 237,440 30.4%
Georgia 400 Center N Fulton 415,933 117,500 28.2%
Total  5,077,315 1,235,124 24.3%
The Battery at SunTrust Northwest 352,000 352,000 100.0%
Cumberland Center Northwest 837,242 0 0.0%
Galleria Office Park Northwest 2,381,921 0 0.0%
Platinum Tower Northwest 312,591 3,239 1.0%
Overlook Office Park Northwest 907,472 0 0.0%
Parkway Center Northwest 467,675 0 0.0%
Riverwood Office Park Northwest 802,527 4,664 0.6%
Total  5,709,428 7,903 0.1%

Pre-leasing Activity - Suburban Urban vs. Major Projects

Source: CoStar
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Tenants crave space in these developments. Avalon boasts tech 
companies including Microsoft, Mulesoft, SAP, and Regus’ hip new 
“Spaces” co-working concept. Apart from Comcast’s Build-to-suit, office 
space in The Battery at SunTrust Park is over 50% occupied by Regus’ 
Spaces concept. Each of these companies depend on their ability to hire 
talented workers in order to remain competitive. It is no coincidence 
that they flock to these developments. 

So, what makes a successful ‘Urban-Suburban’ development? How are 
these any different than the grocery-anchored retail centers that have 
struggled as of late?

COOL IS THE NEW CONVENIENT

Anything on the Business Insider list of the ‘countless industries’ that 
millennials are ‘killing,’ all share a common denominator: they lack a 
certain ‘cool factor.’ Restaurants that have it are ‘authentic,’ those that 
lack it are ‘cookie-cutter.’ At its core, it boils down to: how likely is 
someone to post about this on Instagram? 

In contrast to chain restaurants, the tenant roster at the Atlanta Braves’ 
SunTrust Park has a grand total of one retail tenant with a national 
presence: Yard House. The rest of it reads like a who’s-who of Atlanta 
staples: Antico Pizza, Fox Bros B-B-Q, H&F Burger, Terrapin Taproom, 
and a host of chef-driven boutique restaurants. More than previous 

generations, millennials share their experiences. Their meals and surroundings will be posted on their 
profile pages, and social media feeds. And unlike memories, modern digital media doesn’t fade. In a 
sense, where they eat becomes a lasting and public part of their identity. And everybody wants to be 
cool.
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3 Kozmo.com was a one-hour internet delivery service for general-consumption items like convenience foods with no minimum order and no delivery fee, 
started in 1998. After over-expanding and having a hard time turning a profit, Kozmo eventually went bankrupt in April 2001. Amazon, by contrast, offered 
very specific, hard-to-get goods such as rare books, that customers didn’t mind paying delivery fees for. Eventually, Amazon did implement ‘free’ two-day 
deliveries, but only through a subscription-based delivery service that was bundled it with other benefits, which allows them to recoup a greater portion of 
their delivery expenses.

VARIETY IS THE SPICE OF LIFE

Increasingly, office workers—from Millennials to Baby Boomers—are asked to engage creatively with 
their work. For both managers and employees, a single ‘a-ha’ moment can mark the difference between 
Amazon and Kozmo.com3. It takes creative experimentation to generate these epiphanies, as workers 
combine, build, break, and repeat. If ideas represent creative fuel, variety is an accelerant. 

The value of variety to a knowledge worker is difficult to overstate, and the new wave of Urban-
Suburban mixed-use developments are designed to offer plenty of it.

CONCLUSION

Although “Urban Suburban” developments may at first seem to be an anomaly, the investment and 
design principles they leverage are rooted in solid economic bedrock. Their success is attributable in part 
to a confluence of demographic trends—Millennials moving to the suburbs, and Baby Boomers retiring 
in place—that show no signs of slowing down. The lifestyle preferences of both for Millennials and Baby 
Boomers are driving demand for these developments across the nation. 

The suburbs never went anywhere—they just re-invented themselves.


